Abstmct-Multilevel constructions of the binary Golay code and the Leech lattice are described. Both constructions are based upon the prvjection of the Golay code and the Leech lattice onto the (6,3,4) hexacode over GF(4). However, unlike the previously reported constructiods, the new multilevel constructions make the three levels independent by way of using a didlerent set of coset representatives for one of the quaternary coordinates. Based upon the multilevel structure of the Golay code and the Leech lattice, efficient bounded-distance decoding algorithms are devised. The bounded-distance decoder for the binary Golay code requires at most 431 operations, as compared to 651 operations Lr the best known maximum-likelihood decoder. Efficient bounded-distance decoding of the Leech lattice is achieved by means of partitioning it into four cosets of Q , , beyond the conventional partition into two cosets. The complexity of the resulting decoder is only 953 real operations on the average and 1007 operations in the worst case, as compared to about 3600 operations for the best known maximum-likelihood decoder. It is shown that the proposed algorithms decode correctly at least up to the guaranteed error-correction radius of the maximum-likelihood decoder. Thus, the loss in coding-gain is due primarily to an increase in the effective errorcoefficient, which is calculated exactly for both algorithms. Furthermore, the performance of the Leech lattice decoder on the AWGN channel is evaluated experimentally by means of a comprehensive computer simulation. The results show a loss in coding-gain of less than 0.1 dB dative to the dmum-likelihood decoder for BER ranging from lo-' to 10 -'.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE present work is concerned with the Leech lattice T and the binary Golay code. Both entities are quite exceptional. The Golay code C24 is the unique (24, 12, 8) binary code. It is an extended perfect doubly-even self-dual code. In fact, it is the only binary extended perfect code with minimum distance greater than 4. The Leech lattice A, occupies an even more remarkable place among lattices than the Golay code among the binary codes. It is the unique laminated lattice in 24 dimensions. All the best known lattices in dimensions up to 24 may be obtained as sections of A,. The center density of A24 is 1, which is exceptionally high for its dimension (see [8, E,/RE8/2E8, respectively, are given by Fomey [lo] . Multilevel constructions for both C, and A24 based upon the (6,3,4) quaternary hexacode H6, along with the partition chains and RD4/2D4/2RD4/4D4, are outlined in [24] . The multilevel constructions to be derived in the next section are similar to those of [24] , except for one conceptually significant difference: the new constructions make the three levels independent by way of using a different set of coset representatives for one of the quaternary coordinates. This makes them the first truly multilevel constructions of the Golay code and the Leech lattice. Although it turns out that for decoding purposes this difference is of no practical importance, it appears that the constructions of Section I1 should be interesting in their own right.
In view of their prominence, maximum-likelihood decoding of the Golay code and the Leech lattice has been intensively investigated. Thus various algorithms for maximum-likelihood soft-decision decoding of the Golay code have been proposed by Conway , it is not surprising that each successive reduction in the complexity of softdecision decoding of the Golay code was often followed by a comparable reduction in the complexity of maximum-likelihood decoding of the Leech lattice. Efficient maximum-likelihood decoders for A 2 4 have been devised by Conway Tables I and 11 , which also provide an indication of the specific decoding technique employed in each case. Both tables suggest that the decoding algorithms based directly on the hexacode representation of the Leech lattice and the Golay code seem to work best. Indeed, the same hexacode representation, which was employed by Vardy and Be'ery [231, [241 for maximumlikelihood decoding of C , and A 2 4 , underlies the bounded-distance decoders devised in this paper.
Notably, the algorithms marked by an asterisk in Tables  I and I1 were shown to be effectively suitable for specialpurpose VLSI implementations [ll, [31, and for implementation with a programmable DSP chip [14] . In particular, the study of 131 suggests that the comjAexity figures, which are given in these tables in terms of the number of operations on real values, provide a fair estimate of the relative VLSI complexity of various algorithms.
While the problem of maximum-likelihood of C , and AN is interesting in its own right and is also of interest for quantization applications, in practice it may be rewarding to use a slightly suboptimal but more efficient boundeddistance decoding algorithm. A bounded-distance softdecision decoder for the binary Golay code is presented in Section 1I.B. The proposed decoder requires only 431 operations on real values, as compared to 651 such operations for the best known maximum-likelihood decoder. The error-correction radius of the bounded-distance decoder is equal to that of maximum-likelihood decoder, while the error-coefficient increases by a factor of 1.47 from 759 to 1119.
A bounded-distance decoder for the Leech lattice was first developed by Forney in [HI. The computational complexity of Forney's original algorithm is somewhat less than 2000 operations. Since Forney's decoder is based on maximum-likelihood soft-decision decoding of the Golay code, the latest maximum-likelihood Golay decoder of ' [231 implies that its complexity may be reduced to about 1500 operations. This may be further reduced to about 1000 operations by directly using the bounded-distance decoder of Section III.B, rather than the maximum-likelihood decoder, in the algorithm of [ll]. This, however, increases the effective error-coefficient of the resulting decoder to 385872. In Section III.A, we devise a slightly better bounded-distance decoder for the Leech lattice which has a lower error-coefficient of 336720, and at the same time requires fewer decoding operations. This is achieved by means of partitioning the Leech lattice into four cosets of the quarter-Leech lattice Q 2 4 , beyond the . Indeed, such partition of A, is naturally induced by the hexacode representation. The complexity of the resulting bounded-distance decoder is 953 operations on the average and 1007 operations in the worst case, as compared to 3595 operations for the best known maximum-likelihood decoder.
A thorough analysis of the performance of the proposed Leech decoder is given in Section IV. First, we show that our algorithm indeed decodes correctly at least up to the guaranteed error-correction radius of the Leech lattice. Then we explicitly characterize the set of effective nearest neighbors for the proposed decoder, in terms of the union of the first shell of A 2 4 and the second shell of another lattice. This shows that the effective-error coefficient is indeed 336 720. Finally, the performance of the algorithm on the AWGN channel is evaluated experimentally in Section 1V.C by means of a comprehensive computer simulation. The simulation results show a loss in coding-gain, relative to the maximum-likelihood decoder, of less of than 0.1 dB for bit-error rate (BER) ranging from lo-' to lo-'. This suggests that the bounded-distance decoders devised herein may well be the most practically attractive decoders available. Various multilevel construction of the Golay code and  the Leech lattice are known; see, for instance, [8], [lo] , [24] . However, all these constructions include some form of a "carry'7 from one of the levels to another. In this section we present multilevel constructions of the Golay code and the Leech lattice which effectively eliminate such dependence between the levels. Both constructions are based upon the hexacode representation, which makes them very similar to the constructions of [24] . We therefore start with a brief description of the constructions of [24] , and then show how to choose the coset representatives so that the three levels become independent.
MULTILEVEL CONSTRUCTIONS

A. Multilevel Construction of the Binary Golay Code
The following definition of the binary Golay code is given in [8] , [17] , [231. Let H6 be the (6,3,4) hexacode over GF(4) = (0, 1, o,0} generated by (cf. [2] , [SI> 0 1 0 1 0 0 .
(1) arrays, with each column regarded as an interpretation of a character x E (0, 1, w , 0) = GF(4). The quaternary vector consisting of the projections of the six columns is regarded as the projection of the array. Definition I: The binary Golay code is the set of all the 4 X 6 arrays with entries from GF(2), such that each array satisfies the following conditions:
a) It consists either of only even columns or only odd b) The projection of the array is a codeword of H6. c) The parity of the top row is even if the array columns We now show that the foregoing definition of C , is essentially equivalent to the multilevel construction illustrated in Fig. 1 . Indeed, the construction of H6 is applied to the partition (4,3,2)/(4,1,4) at the second level. Finally, the partition (4,1,4)/(4,0, a) determines whether the top row entry in a column is 0 or 1, and according to condition c) the parity of the top row in the array is even if and only if the array columns are even. Hence the (6,5,2) binary even-parity code P6 is applied to the partition (4,1,4)/(4,0, m) at the third level if (OOWOO) E P: is used the at the first level, while if (111111) E P p is used at the first level then its odd-parity coset (OOoOl)
+ P6 is applied to the partition (4,1,4)/(4,0,~) at the third level. The line connecting the first and the third levels in Fig. 1 depicts the fact that the code employed at the third level is determined by the codeword of P6'= (6,1,6) used at the first level.
coset representatives for the partition chain (4,4)/(4,3)/(4, 1)/(4, 0) was not specified in [24] , the following coset representatives:
All this is outlined in [24] . Although a particular set of * It is now clear how the "carry" from the first to the third level in the construction of [24] may be avoided. we shall use the coset representatives given by (2) in the first five coordinates, while in the last coordinate we shall employ the "nonstandard" set of coset representatives given by G(4,1)/(4,0) = [ 1. (3) With these coset representatives in mind, the Golay code may be obtained through the multilevel construction depicted in Fig. 2 . This construction is identical to that of Fig. 1 except that the three levels are now independent. It is evident from the foregoing discussion that such description of the Golay code complies with all the conditions of Definition 1.
B. Multilevel Construction of the Leech Lattice
We start with the definitions of the Leech lattice given in An example of such tiling for the case of 64-QAM square constellation is depicted in Fig. 3 . The points of the Leech lattice may then be represented by 2 X 6 arrays whose entries are the points D,. A typical array is given by The array in (5) is called A-type since it contains only Aijk points. Similarly, a B-type array will consist of only Bilk points. Let (Ailjlkl, Ai2j2k2lr be a column of an A-type array. The column is said to be even or odd according as the binary 4-tuple (il, jl, i,, j , ) has even or odd weight. The index i, is called the h-parity of the column. The overall h-parity of the array is defined as the modulo-2 sum of the h-parities of the six columns. Similarly, the modulo-2 sum k, + k, is said to be the k-parity of the columns. The overall k-parity of the array is then the modulo-2 sum of the k subscripts of the 12 points. As in the previous subsection, the binary 4-tuple (il, jl, i,, j , ) is regarded as an interpretation of some character x E GF(41, while x is regarded the projections of the entire column. The projection of a 2 x 6 array, such as (5), is then a vector 5 E GF(4I6 consisting of the projections of the six columns. Conversely, any such 2 X 6 array which projects on g E GF(4)6 is called an image of x.
Using this notation in conjunction with the partition of D, illustrated in Fig. 3 , the Leech lattice may be defined as follows (cf. [24] ).
Definition 2: The Leech lattice is the set of all the 2 X 6 arrays whose entries are points of D,, such that each array satisfies the following conditions:
a) It is either A-type or B-type. b) It consists either of only even columns or only odd columns. c) The overall k-parity is even if the array is A-type, and odd otherwise. d) The overall h-parity is even if the array columns are even, and odd otherwise. e) The projection of the array is a codeword of Hs.
Note that by restricting condition a) of the foregoing definition, that is, taking only the A-type arrays, the hay-Leech lattice H , is obtained. Further restricting condition b), that is, taking only the even columns, produces the quarter-Leech lattice Q24 as defined in [24] .
It is indicated in [24] that the foregoing definition of the Leech lattice may be restated in terms of a chain of four-dimensional partitions RD4/2 D4/2RD4/4D4, rather than partitions of D,. These partitions, along with their relation to the 16-way partition of D, employed in Definition 2, are illustrated in Fig. 3-6 . Note that all the partitions in the chain RD4/2D4/2RD,/4D4 are 4-way partitions and therefore quaternary codes may be applied at each level. This results in a multilevel construction of the Leech lattice depicted in Fig. 7 , whereby the (6,1,6) quarternary repetition code S,l is applied to the partition m.,/2D4, the (6,3,4) quaternary hexacode H6 is applied to the partition 2 D4/2RD4, and the (6,5,2) quarternary zero-sum code s 6 (or one of its cosets (oOOOo1) + s6,
is applied to the partition 2m4/4D4. As before, the meaning of the line connecting the first and the third levels in Fig. 7 is that the particular coset of s 6 to be employed at the third level is determined by the codeword of S,l used at the first level. Furthermore, it is always possible to match the labels 0, 1, o, 0 to the partitions m.,/2D4 and 2RD4/4D4, so that for any .loo 01 1
X -origin . / ' . , .
. / / . . \ . 
ul, U, = 0 mod4 A u1 + U, = 4 mod8). The lattice 40, may be characterized as 40, = {(x,, x,): xl, x , = 0 or n,, n2 = *I. x E GF(4) the coset (OOOOOx) + S, should be employed at will be shown below. To this end it would be helpful the third level if and only if (-) E S,l is used at the to characterize all the lattices in the chain first level.
RD4/2D4/2RD4/4D, in terms of the 16-way partition of Again, the particular coset representatives for the parti-D , into Aijk and Bijk subsets. This is done in the followtion chain RD4/2D4/2RD4/4D4 were not specified in ing formulas, which also give the standard definition of 1241. These, however, may be derived from Definition 2, as these lattices along with their description in the code-for-mula notation of [lo] : the four representatives for RD4/2 D4 should distinguish between the four possible kinds of columns in the array of (5); A-type or B-type, even or odd. Referring to Fig. 4 and (7), we may choose the following coset representatives for RD4/2D4, which are shown below along with their quaternary labels. We also indicate the relation of these coset representatives to the 16- A,,, A,) H (A,,, A,,) -A-type even columns, 1: (2, 0,2,2) (A,,, A, )   (A,,,, A,,,) -A-type odd columns, w : (1,1,1,1) (A,,, Awe) H (Bw, Bo,) -B-type even columns, 0 : (3, 1,3,3) (A,,,A,)   -(B,,,,B,,,) * B-heoddcolumns. -( A , ,~, ) ,
These four coset representatives distinguish between the four characters 0,1, w, 0 E GF(4), since the projection of each of the columns in (11) is equal to its quaternary label. Finally, using -(A,,,, A,,,) odd h-parity, odd k-parity.
All the coset representatives in (lo), (111, and (12) are given assuming the orientation of Fig. 3 , whereby the AIjk labels range through all the points in the plane with both coordinates even, while Bijk labels through all the points with both coordinates odd. Also note that the quaternary labels in (10) and (12) 
With the coset representatives for all the partitions in the chain RD4/2D4/2RD4/4D4 explicitly specified, we may write down the generator matrices
Given the above characterizations for all the lattices at hand, the appropriate coset representatives for the partition chain RD4/2D4/2RD4/4D4 easily follow from Definition 2. For instance, it is clear from DeQtion 2 that Such "nonstandard" choice of coset representatives in the last coordinate results in a multilevel construction depicted in Fig. 8 . Again, this construction is identical to that of Fig. 7 and [24] , except that the three levels are now independent. The fact that are 2-way partitions, and hence binary codes are applied at all levels except the third. The two lines connecting the first and the fifth (resp., the second and the fourth) levels indicate that the particular coset of the binary even-parity code P 6 = (6,5,2) to be employed at the fifth (resp., fourth) level is determined by the codeword of P6'= (6,1,6) used at the first (resp., second) level. It may be easily seen that the three middle levels in the Fig. 9 are essentially equivalent to the multilevel Golay encoder of Fig. 1 . This conforms to the well-known multilevel construction of the Leech lattice from the binary Golay code 
(cf. [4], [12]
). Furthermore, the construction of Fig. 9 also clearly exhibits the relationship between Q24, Hz4, and A,. Thus the last four levels in Fig. 9 (that is, taking (OOOOO0) E P,I at the first level) yield the half-Leech lattice H,, while the last three levels (that is, taking ~OOOOO0) E P6' at the first and second levels) yield the quarter-Leech lattice QZ4. The multilevel construction of the Leech lattice depicted in Fig. 7 may be readily Obr tained by combining the two 2-way partitions RD4/2Z4 and 2Z4/2D4 (resp., 2D4/4Z4 and 4Z4/4D4) at the first and second (resp., fourth and fifth) levels into a single 4-way partition RD4/2D4 (resp., 2RD4/4Z4). It is also easy to see that all the "carries" in Fig. 9 may be eliminated by using the "nonstandard" coset representatives of (14) in the last coordinate. This produces the multilevel construction of Fig. 10 . Combining the first and second (resp., fourth and fifth) levels in Fig. 10 results in the construction of Fig. 8 .
Remark: It appears that the idea of choosing different sets of cosets representatives for different coordinates could be applied quite generally to eliminate the dependence between the levels in most cases of "twisted" multilevel codes and lattices 
BOUNDED-DISTANCE DECODING
This section presents the bounded-distance decoders for the binary Golay code and the Leech lattice. For the purposes of exposition we start in the next subsection with the Leech lattice decoder, which is also more interesting from the practical standpoint. The bounded-distance Golay decoder is then obtained in Section 1II.B as a simple "restriction" of the Leech decoder of Section 1II.A to GF(2Iz4. Section 1II.B also presents the evaluation of the performance of the proposed Golay decoder on the AWGN channel. The analogous performance evaluation for the Leech lattice decoder is more complicated, and is postponed until Section IV.
In general, the two main properties of multilevel constructions are the lower bound on the distance and the availability of bounded-distance multistage decoding algorithms up to this bound [131. In the case of the Golay code and the Leech lattice, the actual distance exceeds the multilevel bound, due to the "twist" in the multilevel constructions which was discussed at length in the previous section. The bounded-distance decoding algorithms presented in the following essentially fall within the general framework of multistage decoding. However, as will' be shown in the next section, these algorithms achieve the actual minimum distance of the Golay code and the Leech lattice rather than the multilevel bound thereupon.
We note that the difference between the multilevel constructions of the previous section and those of 1241 has no impact on the decoding algorithms since the four cosets of Q, in A,, respectively the two cosets of C;4 in C,, are decoded separately. We therefore state our decoding algorithms directly in terms of Definition 2, respectively Definition 1, which makes them easier to relate to the maximum-likelihood decoders of [231, [241.
A. Bounded-Distance Decoding of the Leech Lattice
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume an AWGN channel model, even though the algorithm in the following extends to other channels as well. Suppose that a point A E A, was transmitted and a vector p E R" was observed at the channel output. We shall write p = ( pl, p,,..., plz) , where p1 p z , ---plz E 08'. In fact, in most practical situations, such as QAM signaling, the channel output would be specified explicitly in terms of the sequence pl, p,, --. plz of two-dimensional symbols.
As in [24], the decoder for A, consists of four separate decoders for the cosets of Q,, operating concurrently. Since the four decoders are essentially identical, we describe only the decoder for Q,, which operates on A-type arrays consisting of even columns. 
As in [4], [lo], [U], [24]
, the 48 metrics d,,(n) are assumed to be available directly from the geometry of the signaling constellation. These metrics constitute the input to our decoder.
Step 1: Computing the Confidence Values of the Characters: As in [24], we compute for each character x E GFf4) and for each of the six coordinates of the hexacode 1 = 1,2, e -. 6, the confidence value of x in the lth coordinate. The decoder for ( 2, (i,, j , , i,, j,), (i,, j,, i,, j,) are the two even interpretations of x, and Z = 1 @ a is the complement of a E GF(2). The decoder for the coset of Q, in HZ4 computes the odd-interpretation coddence values & ( x ) (cf. [241).
Step 2 
(17)
The decoder for the coset of QM in H24 will compute S ; ( X~, -, ,~,~) for j = 1,2, using the odd-interpretation confidence values.
Step 3: Minimization over the Henacode: For each 8 = (x,, x,, x,, x4, x,, X6 where (f,, f,, f,, f,, f,, 26) = 2 and ( i , , j , , i,, j,),   (i,, j,, i,, j,) are the even interpretations of f, as in (161,  with (i,, j , , i,, j , ) being the preferable of the two. Let s E {1,2, 6) be such that A ( Q is the smallesiof the six penalties. We shall modi9 z (5) Step lattice itself is straightforward. Repeat steps 1 through 5 Of the foregoing 'gonth for each Of the four cosets Of Qa in hZ4, while using the appropriate h-and k-parities.
Among the outputs of the four QB decoders, select the one with the minimal metric M"(2) as the output of the Leech lattice decoder. The total complexity of such Leech lattice decoder is 4 -251 + 3 = 1007 real addition-equivalent operations in the worst case, 4 -237.5 + 3 = 953 operations on the average, and 911 operations in the most favorable case.
Remark We note that the computations performed at the second and third steps of the algorithm are essentially equivalent to maximum-likelihood trellis-decoding of the hexacode. From this standpoint, the first step of the algorithm amounts to the computation of the branch metrics for such a trellis. The computation of Si.(-, ) and Sf(., -) at the second step is equivalent to a sectionalization strategy, whereby the hexacode trellis is partitioned into two 2-symbol sections in the first four coordinates and two 1-symbol sections in the last two coordinates. With this sectionalization, the hexacode trellis has at most 16 states at each position-corresponding to the 16 possible values of Si(., )-as opposed to the 64 states in the middle of the standard quaternary trellis.
B. Bourrded-Distance Decoding of the Golay Code
An efficient algorithm for bounded-distance decoding of the binary Golay code may be obtained immediately as a "restriction" of the Leech lattice decoder presented in the previous subsection to GF (2) where PA = (OOOOOl) + '6. A binary generator matrix for C& is given by the first 11 rows of [24, Eq. (211. The decoder for the Golay code will consist of two independent (except at Step 1) decoders for C;4 and C,0,, operating concurrently. Again, since the two decoders are essentially identical, we describe only the decoder for CZ4. As in [23], the input to the decoder is assumed to consist of the 24-bit confidence values pl, p2,*-*, 11.24 E R. Each pl is defined by the relation p, = log f(ui/O) -log f(ul/l),
where ui E R is the channel output at the ith position, and f(u/O), f(u/l) are the transition probability densities which characterize the channel. The following description of the decoding algorithm relies on the previous subsection and [23] . We advise the reader to refer to [231 for further details.
Step I: For each x E GF(4) and for each of the six coordinates of the hexacode, find the preferable interpretation of x and the corresponding confidence value &(XI, as defined in [231.
Step 2: As in (17), compute the confidence values of the blocks S$xI, x,) and S,"(n3, x4).
Step 3: As in (181, compute the metrics M ( x ) of the 64 hexacodewords and select 4 E H6 with the maximum metric M(2).
Step 4: Reconstruct the binary image of 2 denoted B(g), which is a 4 X 6 array'with entries from GF (2) The final decision is reached by comparing the metrics at the output of the two decoders and selecting the one with the higher metric as the output of the decoder for
The number of operations required by the proposed algorithm may be calculated as follows. Using the Gray code as in [23] , the complexity of the first step is 60 real operations for both decoders. The second and third steps are identical to the corresponding steps of the QB decoder, and hence require 2 -16 = 32 and 16 -8 + 4 -4 + 3 = 147 operations, respectively. Note that these two steps amount to trellis-decoding of the hexacode with the appropriate sectionalization. Finally, the fourth step of the algorithm requires at most 6 operations. Thus the worstcase complexity of our decoder is 60 + 2 * (32 + 147 + 6 ) + 1 = 431 real operations.
We now show that the foregoing Golay decoder indeed achieves the error-correction radius of the maximum-likelihood decoder on the AWGN channel. Let d denote the Euclidean distance between the signals representing 0 and 1. Since the minimum Hamming distance of the Golay code is 8, the minimum SED between its codewords-viewed as points in R"-is 8d2. Thus the maximum-likelihood decoder for C , decodes correctly provided the vector c observed at the channel output is at distance less than R,, = a d from the transmitted codeword c E C24. W.1.o.g. assume that _c E Cg4 and let x be the projection of c onto GF(4I6. Since the first three steps of our algorithm are equivalent to maximum-likelihood decoding of the hexacode, it follows that 2 = g. Furthermore, since the SED between the complementary interpretations of a character is 4 d 2 , at most one of the characters in 2 may be assigned a wrong interpretation.
This single error is successfully corrected by the Wagner decoder at the last step of the algorithm. Thus if the distance between and c is less than R,, = a d , the proposed bounded-distance algorithm will decode to c.
c 2 4 -
Note that the hard-decision Golay decoder guarantees correct decoding only up to R , = d.
The effective error-coefficient (for a precise definition of this quantity see [U] or the next section) of our algorithm may be calculated as follows. Let FX be the (24,12,4) binary code consisting of all the even interpretations of the 64 hexacodewords. In other words, G(4,3)/(4,1) -k c 2 @ G ( 4 , 1 ) / ( 4 , 0 ) : c, E H6, _c2 E GF (2)6 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR THE LEECH
LA"
DECODER The performance of the proposed Leech lattice decoder on the AWGN channel is evaluated in two ways in this paper: analytically and experimentally. First, we prove in the next subsection that this decoder achieves the errorcorrection radius of the Leech lattice. Thus the "errorexponent" of our decoder is the same as in maxhnum-likelihood decoding and any loss in the coding gain relative to the maximum-likelihood decoder is due primarily to the increase in the effective error-coefficient (cf. 191, [ill) . In subsection IV.B, we show that the effective error-coefficient of the proposed decoder is 336720, which is 1.71 times more than the error-coefficient of the maximumlikelihood decoder. It is estimated in [lll that increasing the error-coefficient by about this factor should result in a coding-gain loss of approximately 0.1 dE3 at BER = Subsection 1V.C presents the simulation results which confirm this estimate.
A. The Error-Correction Radius
We presently prove that the Leech lattice decoder of Section 1II.A decodes correctly at least up to the errorcorrection radius of the Leech lattice. Let now d denote the minimum distance between the points of the checkerboard lattice D,. It The first two facts follow immediately by scrutinizing the 16-point constellation of (4). Since the two even interpretations of a character x E GF(4) are complements of each other, Fact 3 is an easy corollary of Fact 1. To see that Fact 4 is true, note that the minimum Hamming distance between distinct hexacodewords x and x' is 4 (cf. 23) where (24, 23, 2) is the binary single-parity-check code, and 2" is the 24-dimensional integer lattice. We define the lattice @)24 by the code-formula = F~~ + 2224, (24) where FN is the (24,12,4) code defined by (21) . Obviously C& c F 2 4 and Q24 c @24. Furthermore, with this notation the decoder of Section 1II.A is equivalent to the following.
The first three steps amount to maximum-likelihood decoding of the lattice @". In Step 4 we employ the Wagner rule to obtain a codeword of C& from a codeword of F24. In
Step 5 we employ this rule again to get a point of 2 D , from a point of 22". It is evident from (23) and (24) that this produces a point of Q24. First note that the distance between cp' and 0 is a. Thus the decoder for Q24, when presented with cp', yields 0 with the corresponding metric N(cp' -0) = 2, unless there exists a point 4 E @" of norm 8 which is at distance exactly fi from cp'. Evidently, this point C#I lies on the sphere of ( 2 ) Mo(A24) -Mo(Q24) = 336 720. radius 2R = 2 f i about 9. Since the straight line 99'
intersects this sphere at cp andN(cp -cp') = N(cp' -0) = 2, the only point on the sphere at distance df from cp' is Q. As cp e @24, it follows that the Q24 decoder decodes cp' to 9. Now, the other threes decoders produce some three points Ai E A24 \ {9} along with the metria N(cp' -Ai)
for i = 1,2,3. By the same argument, if N(cp' -Ai) I 2 for some i, we must have Ai = cp, which is impossible since cp A,. Hence N(p' -9) < N(cp' -A i ) and the point cp' is necessarily decoded to 0. It follows that the set of the effective nearest neighbors of 9 is equal to the union of the first shell A24 and the second shell of @24.
Remurk An alternative to the Leech lattice decoder devised in Section 1II.A could be a bounded-distance decoder based on direct substitution of the Golay decoder of Section 1II.B into the algorithm of Fomey Ell]. We now show that while the two decoders result in about the same decoding complexity, the latter has an appreciably higher error-coefficient of 385872. The original decoder of Fomey E111 is based on separate bounded-distance decoding of the two cosets of H, in A24. Each of the two cosets is decoded using a maximum-likelihood decoder for C, , but disregarding the parity constraint in the 2's row. The simulation results show a loss in coding-gain relative to the maximum-likelihood decoder that is uniformly less than 0.1 dB over the whole range of BER from lo-' to
The loss in coding-gain rdative to the decoder of Forney [ll] is less than 0.025 dB over the same range. At BER = the loss in coding-gain versus the maximum-likelihood decoder is approximately 0.075 dB. Since our algorithm increases the effective error-coefficient by a factor of about 1.71, this is even less than might be expected from the estimate of 1111. The reason for the small difference lies in the fact that in practice only a finite subset of the lattice points, as defmed by the 64-QAM constellation, is utilized. The lattice points that are close to the outer boundary of this finite subset have fewer effective neighbors than the inner points. Due to this boundary effect, the average effective error-coefficient is reduced. Remark Even though 64-QAM is a very large constellation indeed, the aforementioned boundary effect should be expected to be significant. One reasonable definition of
